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Leon reacted very quickly when he saw the two experts preparing to grab Iris. He stepped forward and immediately used his

Ultimate rank Earth Class technique, Phantom Steps. He left an afterimage behind as he rapidly appeared in front of Iris to

protect her!

Right after that, he did not hesitate at all to strike out with both his hands, attacking the experts from the Thompsons with

imperious might!

With two bangs, Leon's attacks clashed firmly with the attacks of the two experts!

Even though Leon could get very strong, he did not take the Dragon Pills this time. His actual skills were not that high, and was

only at around the intermediate Emperor State!

The two experts were much stronger than Leon. Their true energy completely overpowered Leon's attack, and the remaining

energy slammed into Leon's chest!

Leon was no match for them and staggered a few steps back before he steadied himself.

Of course, he had the Mirror of Sovereign on him, so those two experts merely managed to force him back. They did not cause

him any harm!

"Leon, why are you here?"

Iris and Roanne were both surprised when they saw Leon suddenly appear, blocking the two experts right in time!

"Mason told me to come over," Leon said simply.novelxo

Mason was from the underworld. He was a smart and quickwitted person, and he was very experienced as well!

The moment Yonas forced his way into Elegante, Mason could already tell that Yonas did not have good intentions!

So, he immediately gave Leon a call and reported the situation to Leon!

After he found out, Leon hurriedly brought Chandler over from the Scammells.

He had just arrived!

"So that's it!" Iris and Roanne realized something they breathed a sigh of relief.

They knew how capable Leon was. Not only was Leon strong, but Leon also had a lot of trump cards as well!

Before this, no matter what sort of difficulties or problems they faced, Leon was able to easily address them. It was as if Leon

could do anything!

Leon’s heroic appearance had a deep impression on their minds!

With Leon managing to arrive, the two of them were suddenly a lot more confident and relaxed!

"Iris, what happened to your face? Who hit you?!"

Leon's expression changed dramatically when he looked over, noticing that half of Iris' face was swollen. There was even a

handprint there, which clearly showed that she was slapped!

Suddenly, he was furious. Killing intent and anger started to ooze out of his body!

"It was-"

Iris looked over at Yonas.

There was no way Leon would not know that Yonas did it from her expression!

"Yonas, it's you! I guess you want to die!” Leon could not hold back his anger. His eyes were red!

Iris was his girlfriend and his greatest weakness!

The fact that Yonas dared to harm Iris deeply crossed a line in Leon's head!

Suddenly, he wanted to rush over and kill Yonas right away. He wanted to rip Yonas apart!

However, he just arrived, so he did not know what happened. On top of that, his relationship with the Thompsons was no

ordinary one.

So, he pushed back his anger and killing intent for the moment as he asked Iris, "Iris, what exactly happened?"
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